Jan. 7, 2021

COVID-19 Guidelines
The City of Minnetonka has implemented a number of guidelines for the health and safety of our
usersthat allow us to provide ice rentals and programming. Some of these guidelines will be
phased in and out, as appropriate, while others will be long-term in nature. Your cooperation in
following these guidelines is vital in ensuring we can keep the ice arena open.
•

ALL user groups are responsible for monitoring the health status of group members
related to COVID-19.

•

Face coverings are REQUIRED at all times while within the facility. This includes while
participating on the ice.

•

Social distancing practices must be followed while in the building.

•

Skate school participants will enter the ice from the SW corner and line up on the cones,
then will exit the ice from the players boxes on the east side of the rink.

•

A maximum of 25 people may be part of any full-ice practice pod, two half-ice pods not
to exceed 25 participants per pod, or multiple smaller pods not to exceed 50.

•

Up to one spectator allowed for practice, including skate school, although discouraged
unless due to a participant’s age, disability or medical condition.

•

Games will be permitted effective Jan. 14, 2021 with spectators not to exceed 25% of
the venue occupancy level or a maximum of 150 in Rink A or 125 in Rink B.

•

Limited locker room space is available while maintaining social distance, if allowed by
your governing body (locker room use is currently prohibited for registered MN Hockey
participants). Face coverings are REQUIRED in the locker rooms.

•

Additional changing stations have been identified throughout the south end of Rink A, in
the main lobby, behind the player’s benches in Rink B and in the SW corner of Rink B.

•

It is strongly encouraged to arrive and exit dressed to the rink no more than 10 minutes
before and after your scheduled ice time. (goalies may be the exception). In some
cases, arriving and exiting dressed may be required by your governing body (such as
MN Hockey).

•

Loitering and socializing in the ice arena after your ice time is prohibited.

•

Bring your own water bottle.

•

Spitting is prohibited.

•

Dryland is not allowed in the facility or near entrances.

City of Minnetonka staff reserve the right to enforce these guidelines. Thank you for your
understanding and cooperation!

